Darken the cast shadow to the left of the plate:
stronger lamp black in the darkest portion of the shadow.
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Darken final resting shadows:
lamp black + a touch of mix #1
lamp black

Frame Notes
apply color to the frame with a combination of side loaded color and modified dry brushing.
dampen the surface with water, or if you feel you need more time, you may use a scant application
of drying time extender. work one area of the frame at a time. mop the colors together with the
largest round mop. the frame colors are the same that you applied to the plate in stage 2 of the
painting, but they are not applied as heavily. keep them soft and muted.
Colors Used: mix #1, mix #1 + a touch of neutral grey, mix #1 + more neutral grey,
neutral grey, neutral grey + a touch of dove grey, dove grey
allow this step to dry and repeat to strengthen colors or add colors not yet added. if extender is
used, be sure and allow a little extra drying time, before painting in an area again.
if you feel a little warmer accent is needed on the frame, you may add touches of traditional burnt
umber.
Red Striping

make a mixture of cadmium red + a touch of deep burgundy. apply two red stripes that are
approximately 3/8” from the inside opening and the outer edge of the frame. apply these with the
ruling pen.
ruling pen instructions are attached.
when applying the stripe on the one curved portion of the frame, mark the line with a pencil, and
use your little finger placed inside the curve to keep the distance uniform. curved stripes take a little more practice, but be patient and you will get the hang of it.
VARNISH THE PROJECT
apply 8 to 12 coats of americana duraclear matte varnish. stir the varnish with a tacked spoon
and a lifting motion. apply thin, even coats, allowing each coat to dry as directed on the product.
wipe the surface with a tack cloth before applying each coat. if in spite of careful tacking,
impurities occur in the varnish coats, you may gently wet sand after 3-4 coats of varnish. after the
last coat of varnish, apply one coat of americana decor clear creme wax.

USING A RULING PEN
the ruling pen is a wonderful tool for painting perfect straight lines of varying widths. it takes only
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a bit of practice to become an expert in it’s use. the more you use the pen, the more confident you
will be with loading and using it.
Practice surface
always keep a practice surface at hand for testing paint consistency for line width, and for
“starting” the paint flow.

Paint consistency
proper paint consistency is the key to successful use of the ruling pen. the paint must be thinned to
a good flowing consistency, but must also retain some “body.” thin acrylic paints with water for
use with the pen.

Loading the pen
you may load the ruling pen with a palette knife. open the slot slightly and lay the paint in the slot
with the palette knife. do not overfill the pen. Fill it to a line approximately 1⁄2” from the point. wipe
any excess paint from the flat surface sides of the pen with a paper towel.
Testing the pen
stroke a few test lines on the practice surface. if the paint does not immediately flow, touch it to
your fingertip or a damp surface. if it still will not flow, the paint needs further thinning.

a line that “skips” may also mean the paint is too thick. you may need to slow down the pull of the
stroke. surface texture will affect how quickly or slowly the lines may be pulled.
Painting the stripes
place the flat side of the pen against the edge of a raised metal edge ruler. use a cork back flexible
metal ruler. hold the pen at about a 45 degree angle, then pull the stripe. hesitating at the
beginning or end of a stripe may give a “blob”. take a “running start” at the beginning of the pen
stroke and lift off quickly at the end.

Cleaning the pen
throughout the painting process, you may need to clean the pen periodically. the edges of the
acrylic paint may dry in the pen point and impede the flow. simply swish the pen in water and use
a toothbrush to clean any dried edges. before reloading and resuming painting, dry the pen. shake
and tap against a paper towel to remove any water from the upper pen and screw area.
For final clean up, use a toothbrush and a little alcohol and clean the pen well. if the paint has gone
up as high as the screw, disassemble the pen and clean all parts thoroughly. dry, and then air dry
thoroughly before inserting back into case.
Copyright Brenda Stewart: All rights reserved under Pan American and international copyright conventions. All artwork and images
on the website are copyrighted by Brenda Stewart. The use of any artwork or images from the website is prohibited without prior
written permission from Brenda Stewart. The posting of artwork or images on other web sites is prohibited without prior written
permission from Brenda Stewart.
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The contents of any tutorial, book, CD or DVD including text, designs, color illustrations and photographs are copyrighted.
You may paint the designs for personal use, for teaching (see Note to Teachers/Shop Owners below) or retail sales at craft
shows, craft malls and for special orders. Any mechanical, electronic or digital reproduction of designs, and instructions
are prohibited without prior written permission from Brenda Stewart. Photographs, color worksheets, or color illustrations
may NOT be reproduced electronically or photo mechanically under any circumstances. The purchaser may mechanically
or electronically enlarge or reduce patterns for their personal use. If a tutorial is purchased as an E-Tutorial, CD, DVD or
online video class, you may not re-sell the PDF file, nor make copies of the PDF files for re-sale or to give away. The
designs, either painted or line drawn, may not appear in any type of publication (physical or electronic) without prior
written permission from Brenda Stewart. The designs may not be used to create web graphics. The product created from or
any derivative product made from the designs in any of the above outlined Brenda Stewart instructional formats cannot be
mass-produced in any form without a licensing agreement with Brenda Stewart.
Note to Teachers /Shop Owners: If a project is taught, a tutorial for each student must be purchased from Brenda Stewart. A
discount for teachers is available for multiples of the same packet. Video Classes may not be taught, as these are an opportunity for
painters to study exclusively with Brenda.

